
MY NAME IS FR. METHOD MSANGA: I would like personally to 

thank you for your esteem support for Matembwe 

Dispensary. We have been working together hand in hand to 

make sure that we improve the quality of health services in 

Matembwe. On behalf of the whole community of 

Matembwe we thank you our dear beloved Caritas Antoniana 

Members of the Board and the whole secretariat for your 

nice collaboration that you have shown to us since the works 

of the renovation until now as we finish with the project of 

operation theatre construction.  Right now we are through 

with the construction works, and the operation will be taking 

place in a near future expectedly, as the diocese has ordered 

some equipment for all diocesan facilities and they have 

notified that this order is for all the facilities like hospitals, health centers and dispensaries like 

Matembwe which are expected to be promoted into being a health center after having an operation 

theatre like this.  

Right now I am in Mavanga parish since last year, In Mavanga we have the health center but no theatre 

and the houses for the nurses are few and worn out, however the facility itself needs to be renovated. 

We hope to work with you again for this community of Mavanga which is in a rural area and the hospital 

is about 60kms from Mavanga. THANKS A LOT OUR DEAREST FRIENDS FOR YOUR SUPPORT. 

MY NAME FR. GEORGE MOYO I am an assistant priest of 

Matembwe Parish and I am a pharmacist by profession, I 

am working together with the staff of Matembwe health 

facility. I would like to to congratulate you for your 

support for our health facility. I have been appointed to 

work in Matembwe after my university studies on 

pharmacy last year December. I would like to recommend 

Fr. Method and all the works of the project of the 

renovations and the theater construction as one of the 

beautiful works done in our diocese of Njombe. Thank to 

you Caritas Atoniana for having trust with padre Method 

and our Diocese in General. 

 

 

 

 



 I AM VISCARD MLWILO: I am a laboratory assistant at 

Matembwe dispensary, I am employed by the facility since last 

year June. I am working in a very good environment as the 

facility is well renovated and now with the present constructed 

theatre the people of Matembwe and around Njombe.  Thank 

you very much, we hope that the operation will take place soon 

and hence we will be in a better place to rescue many women 

and men in all matters of health. 

 

 

MY NAME IS SR. GLASIANA OSB, I am a nurse and 

midwife at Matembwe dispensary since 2015, I have 

been witnessing the development of our health facility 

from the time of renovation and now we have a nice 

building for the theatre. We hope to help all the women 

at first to get their safe delivery here in our facility. 

Thank you very much our friends from CARITAS 

ANTONIANA for your helpful support up on our people. 

 

 

 

From the left is Maria, the mother of the little new born 

baby girl. Very fortunately the delivery has gone on 

well. In the middle is the sister in law of Maria she has 

assisted on the delivery of Maria. They both give words 

of Thanks to Caritas Antoniana for the theatre and all 

the works done here at Matembwe dispensary. This is a 

very big help for the whole community.  



 

MY NAME IS REMIGIA KIMBE: A native of 

Matembwe, I would like to thank you Caritas 

Antoniana for your nice support for our 

dispensary at Matmbwe, the buildings in 

blue behind me is the dispensary and they 

are very beautiful. For quite long time we 

have been in trouble when it comes to 

critical moments of delivery, we had to 

travel for almost 70kms from Matembwe 

reaching the next hospital. The present 

Theatre will be a great rescue for us all. 

Thank you very much for your support 

through Fr. Method Msanga. May you keep 

in touch with us and our diocese at large 

 


